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TESTIMONIALS
Aircraft Recovery Forum 2022

“The Aircraft Recovery Forum has been a fantastic opportunity to engage with our civilian counterparts and OEMs. As delegates we enhanced our network whilst sharing experiences and learn best practices, the forum is a unique environment where all components of the aircraft recovery community come together.”
Keith Davies
Military Aircraft Recovery Manager, UK Royal Airforce

“The Aircraft Recovery Forum is the most efficient medium to share experience when it comes to Recovery activities. It generates so much insight on the unforeseen aspects and provides tremendous amount of perspective from the different stakeholders. The benefits are notable after the first attendance.”
Jean-Paul Rios
AME, Air Canada

Cabin Ops Safety Conference (COSC) 2022
“This event was a privilege! Excellent way to improve knowledge and share experience with other operators and companies, globally.”
Airline Delegate

“I really enjoyed it and appreciated that you made it fun! Being able to exchange views and connect with colleagues, the workshops, the presentations, perfect! My participation at the COSC 2022 event was a great learning experience. Thanks so much for this.”
Airline Delegate

Safety Conference 2022

“A hugely important event that facilitates collaboration across the global aviation community, shines the light on challenges and lessons learnt, as well as helping the industry to continue to strive for ever safer operations.”
Rob Morgan,
CEO, Vistair Systems

“With compact and to-the-point panels which dove into the most pressing and recent issues of aviation safety, skilled and knowledgeable speakers, and great care given to allow broad networking opportunities to its large audience, the 2022 IATA Safety Conference sets a very high standard for the aviation sector’s constant pursuit of aviation safety!”
Pascal Luciani,
International Civil Aviation Organization